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WINE & DINE EXPERIENCES

Cloudy Bay Forage

Harvest Restaurant

Spy Valley Wine

Come on an educational journey through the history of the Marlborough Wine Industry, what makes Mahi different and various aspects of
the winemaking process. Following this, guests would be led on a tour
of the winery and enjoy afterwards a special private candlelit dinner in
the caves, which were built with the winery in 1984. An intimate private
dining in the cave can be arranged for small groups of 6 to 26 people.
Guests dine by candlelight and enjoy special library release wines and
older vintages.

‘Forage’ takes you to places you would never usually visit. We introduce you to authentic artisans of the region and offer a bespoke
exploration of wine, food and place. This is an experience all about
provenance. Place your feet on the ground and in the soil and enjoy
Marlborough’s hidden treasures in the best possible way. Your private
chef will design the menu according to the day’s finds. The table will be
set for you to enjoy the dinner with accompanying Cloudy Bay wines
and unwind from a day full of adventure.

At Harvest, the ethos is simple - authenticity... In the midst of the
Wairau Valley surrounded by vineyards and nestled in 16 acres of
gardens sits Harvest Restaurant at the small luxury hotel The Marlborough. The Head Gardener will warmly welcome guests and take
them on an informative walking tour of the property explaining its history, ethos and the evolving garden and vineyards. At the end of the
tour, it’s indoors for a wine tasting of the properties latest vintages,
followed by a leisurely sumptuous 3 course luncheon.

With award winning architecture and landscaping, stunning vistas
across the vines to the Richmond Ranges, an event at Spy Valley is a
memorable one. We take great pleasure in showcasing our stunning
wines and setting, whilst allowing you to take control of the event and
put your own personal touch on the occasion. We have three spaces
to offer: Cellar Door/Function area (up to 80 pax), Boardroom and
a large lawn area, perfect for a marquee. Why not develop the Spy
theme for example with an exciting James Bond styled event?

Jackson Estate Settlers Hut

Forrest Wines

Framingham Wines

Saint Clair Vineyard Kitchen

The Jackson Estate settlers hut houses the cellar door, designed and
built by Brian Massey, art director of The Hobbit trilogy. Hidden from
sight they have an exclusive Cave, deep beneath the cellar door. This
is where they hold prized vintage selections and can arrange exclusive
tasting events. This venue opens straight out onto the vines with
amazing views of the mountains and has an area to set up a marquee.
Create an event with an indoor/outdoor flow, include tastings in the
cave, and time in the modern cellar door area with its cozy fireplace.

Our bright sunny private indoor and outdoor spaces can cater for small,
private groups through to large gatherings and are the perfect place to
escape for a bit of creative thinking or to plan for the next chapter. We
also have a range of activities to engage all types of groups which make
the most of our wines, the grounds and encourage everyone to try something new. Wake up your brains with an interactive wine quest, get your
creativity flowing with a portrait paint and sip session or get physical in
our beautiful grounds with an old-fashioned sports day.

Framingham is all about celebrating fine wines, good people & gigs.
Framingham Underground, originally a wine cellar and wine library, is
now home for functions, pop-up gigs and art exhibitions. The Framingham Backyard & The Framingham Courtyard are lovely outdoor areas
to set a marquee up. Framingham can be hired for private events, with
many unique options like having canapes served through the bars of
the wine cellar. The team share their love for wine and music and are
open to any innovative and crazy ideas!

Saint Clair Vineyard Kitchen has space for various business needs.
The high-class establishment is situated within a unique vineyard
setting with views extending past the vines towards the ever changing
and dramatic Richmond Range. It has areas that can be sectioned off
to assist with privacy that can be utilised for meeting space, business
lunches or functions. The sunny courtyard also offers outdoor dining
with some dining options amongst the vines. An ideal setting to relax
and enjoy the Saint Clair experience.

Wither Hills Barrel Hall Dining

Misty Cove Nest & Indulge

Rock Ferry Wines

Allan Scott Family Winemakers

Wither Hills has built a reputation as one of Marlborough’s finest function venues. Located conveniently close to Blenheim’s town centre,
there are numerous options for hosting your private event including
their barrel hall, the open terrace overlooking the working winery,
as well as their larger tasting room, pavilion and courtyard. Private
dinners in the barrel hall with bespoke menus and “meet the wine
maker”-experiences can be arranged as well. In addition to this we
offer a selection of different experiences which will immerse you in the
passionate winemaking process of Wither Hills.

The Nest sits where you want it to be: in the middle of the Marlborough
wine country, away from it all. It includes a large indoor area, dining or
meeting table, outdoor area and furniture, swimming pool, BBQ, kitchen, wine chiller and all the other goodies. This is your luxury space off
the beaten track for 80 pax cocktail or 40 pax banquet. Or make use
of their ‘Renegade Dining in Wine Country’ – or more formally - Misty
Indulge. Suitable for up to a maximum of eight people and a minimum
of six. A truly unique and private dining experience in the middle of a
vineyard.

Situated in the gardens within our organic Corners Vineyard, the Rock
Ferry Studio offers peaceful privacy and is perfect for small corporate
meetings, workshops, seminars, training sessions, exhibitions, and the
like. The new Cellar Door allows us to accommodate larger groups
and boasts a large deck to chill out & soak up the Marlborough sun.
It provides a fabulous space for gatherings and music events and
is available for private hire. Personalised wine tastings can also be
arranged to gain an understanding of organic & biodynamic grape
production.

The Allan Scott venue is a reflection of Scott’s attitude towards wine
& food: casual and vibrant, finger-licking food and perfectly paired
award-winning wines. With a variety of spaces, large, intimate, inside
or outside, Allan Scott Family Winemakers is the perfect venue for a
variety of functions. Your visit includes an exclusive winery tour; an
unparalleled opportunity to find out more about winemaking, take a
peek behind the curtain, walk in the barrel hall, try wine straight from
the puncheon or tanks and hear stories from the people that make
Allan Scott wine.

WINE & DINE EXPERIENCES
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Mahi Wines Candlelit Cave Dining
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EXCLUSIVE WINE EXPERIENCES

Johanneshof’s Underground Cellar

Fromm Vine to Wine

French Atmosphere at Clos Henri

Your exclusive full-day tour begins with a walk through the organic
vineyard to the winery, capturing the fascinating journey from grapevine to wine bottle. In the winery, you’ll be given a blending tutorial by
the experts before using your new-found knowledge to blend and bottle your very own sauvignon blanc. This is followed by a private tasting
of Framingham’s own exquisite wines, paired with a charcuterie board
featuring local cheeses. Includes personally blended 750ml bottle of
Marlborough sauvignon blanc.

In 1991 two winemakers from opposite sides of the globe combined their
European wine tradition with New Zealand terroir to found one of Marlborough’s pioneering artisan wineries. Johanneshof’s adoration for Europe’s
century old wine culture led them to establish New Zealand’s first underground rock cellar. Blasted into solid sandstone by coalminers, it is 50
meters long and 20 meters deep underground. In a magical tour through
this subterranean cellar, learn about the ancient Champagne Method and
enjoy a private tasting of award-winning wines from this boutique winery.

Our winemaking philosophy is very simple – we think of ourselves as
guiding the wines into the bottle, not making the wines. We feel that
to make great wines, we need to start with organically grown grapes.
Fromm winery is offering you many different private group experiences:
from blind wine tastings to wine tastings for beginners, from making up
your own wine blend to bottling your own wine, or you can even go on an
organic vineyard experience. If you have a special request, the FROMM
team is happy to create something tailor-made for your group.

The icon for Clos Henri is the Sainte Solange Chapel, situated in the
heart of our vineyard. The chapel makes the perfect backdrop for a
special event and is an idyllic setting for functions with stunning vineyards surrounding the church and lawns. Why not incorporate a game
of petanque, some French food & music, wear a beret and pretend
you are overseas! A marquee could be set up in the beautiful grounds,
wine tastings could take place in the old church which is the cellar
door and an outdoor movie could be arranged too.

Gourmet Gold Winemaker Lead Tour

Sail away with Cloudy Bay

Unique Tasting at Hunter’s Wines

SauvignOM Blanc at Wairau River Wines

For those who want only the finest! This is a premium bespoke tour
experience, with all the exclusive extras. The tour includes a vineyard
walk and an insight into viticulture then an exclusive winery tour of
Mount Riley Winery. Private wine tasting hosted by your winemaker
guide. Lunch is a beautiful gourmet exhibition with wine pairing at one
of the fabulous Marlborough wineries or vineyards. Let your winemaker tour guide make your experience in Marlborough something unique.
Enjoy the best without the hassel with Hop ‘n Grape Tours.

Discover the mysterious heart of the Marlborough Sounds on board
of your private 54-foot Beneteau Oceanis sailing yacht. Enjoy the
captivating beauty of one of New Zealand’s most loved sailing regions,
the Marlborough Sounds. This excursion is a unique way to savour
Cloudy Bay wines in the captivating beauty of one of New Zealand’s
most pristine settings. Guests can take part in the sailing process, or
just sit back, relax and enjoy a flute of Cloudy Bay’s sparkling wine,
Pelorus. Lunch will be served onboard.

Still 100% family owned, Hunter’s search for excellence never ceases. New varietals, new wine making techniques and new branding
constantly keeps the team at Hunter’s true to their commitment of
“bringing world class wines to the world.” Let us tailor an exclusive
wine tasting experience in our Cellar Door, surrounded by our luscious
native gardens full of bird life. The tasting will encompass wines from
our Award-winning Library stock which are much sought after in our
Export market.

Wine brings us together, yoga brings you to yourself. Are you looking
for a fun way to connect your team? Then try SauvignOM Blanc at
Wairau River Wines: a social, interactive and fun yoga class designed
to foster joy. We start with a brief happy hour, where we will uncork the
wine, play some music and mingle. Followed by a beginner-friendly
45-minute vinyasa sequence with beverage in hand. A 30-minute
‘wine-down’ will conclude the event. It’s the perfect amount of mindful
stretching, sipping, and cheers-ing.

The Ultimate Hans Herzog Experience

Yealands Wines White Road Tour

Go on a Bespoke Wine Tour

Wine Sampling at The Wine Station

The beautiful, organic Boutique Estate is widely acclaimed as one
of the best in New Zealand. Hand-picked grapes lead to highly
acclaimed, age worthy and timeless wines crafted by Hans Herzog
himself, one of NZ’s most respected winemakers. The estate has
the largest range of varieties in the country and showcases the true
potential of Marlborough. Choose between a Vineyard & Winery
Tour and Tasting to understand its unique terroir and why the estate
produces labels that are amongst the finest in NZ or join Hans Herzog
himself for a private barrel tasting at the elegant barrel hall.

Discover the land that inspires Yealands by taking a tour on the White
Road that winds through our breath-taking coastal vineyard. Take a
journey down towards our largest wetland area, Twin Lakes, where
you can explore Butterfly Gully and picnic with the over-friendly chickens. Whether you walk, cycle or drive, take time to stop along the way
and learn more about our sustainability stories. Sustainability is at the
heart of everything we do, from the vineyard to the glass we are exploring new ways of protecting our land, minimising carbon emissions
and preserving and enhancing our natural environment.

Enjoy a behind the scenes look at the wine industry, hear the history
and taste a stunning range of reserve-grade wines. Have an unforgettable time together and find out how to taste wine, then be
transported on a journey from vine to wine. Discuss the importance
of glassware, serving temperature, opening wine corks and the importance of bottle storage in the cellar. Indulge your senses for a half or
full day and get off the beaten track with your personal guide on bikes,
in luxury or vintage vehicles or even in a helicopter.

Located at the newly renovated 1906 heritage building, Blenheim
Railway Station, The Wine Station is Marlborough’s leading wine and
food experience. A unique concept where visitors can sample from a
selection of 80 premium Marlborough wines, in one centrally located
venue. Grab your “wine tasting card” and select a tasting, a half or full
glass to exact measurements, from specialised, temperature controlled, dispensing machines that ensure maximum flavour and aroma
of the wine. Private venue hire is available.

EXCLUSIVE WINE EXPERIENCES
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Become a Winemaker for a Day
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PRIVATE DINING VENUES

Exclusive Stage Dinner

Moa Brewery & Cider Tap Room

Elemental Distillers Gin Experience

Movie set like scenes, complete with full-scale aircraft such as the
Mk.XIV Spitfire, will wow your guests and combined with award
winning Marlborough wine and cuisine, will ensure a memorable and
exciting event. The Museum entrance foyer and Knights of the Sky
exhibition at the Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre is available for
cocktail functions for up to 200 guests. Dangerous Skies, the newest
exhibition space, can accommodate up to 320 guests for cocktails
or seated dining.

The modern ASB Theatre Marlborough offers state of the art
facilities and an impressive 701-seat auditorium. Create a unique
theatrical event with a private dinner on the stage. The large stage
house can accommodate up to 200 guests banquet style with
lighting to create the ambiance, and the entertainment can be set up
in the auditorium. A pre-dinner cocktail party in the foyer can also
be arranged and guests can dress up in black tie or as their favourite
theatrical stars!

The Moa Brewery and Tap Room on Jacksons Road has been the
home of Moa since it was founded almost 20 years ago. Set amongst
Marlborough’s vineyards with views of the Richmond Ranges, the bar
and garden is the perfect place for your next private function. Guests
can enjoy a tasting of Moa’s award-winning beers and ciders or can
simply have a pint of one of the tap beers that rotate daily, all in a tranquil setting nestled amongst the vines. Play some outdoor games and
relax for a couple of hours enjoying the garden and beers.

Two Guys, Three Recycled Containers, Six Botanicals, One Gin. Elemental Distillers is a Marlborough based craft distillery delivering premium spirits from individually sourced botanicals. Constructed from
three up-cycled shipping containers, this unique distillery is designed
to house the entire production process while promoting sustainability
through water re-circulation systems and gravity fed piping. Private
tours, tastings and bespoke experiences can be arranged on request.

Secret Restaurant at Waterfall Bay

Dine with Breathtaking Views

Culinary Mills Bay Mussels Adventure

Makana Chocolate Confections

A short boat trip through the magical Marlborough Sounds or a scenic
helicopter flight will take you to this the secret restaurant overlooking
the bay, surrounded by native forest. Commissioned by cinematographer Michael Seresin, over the past decade, Waterfall Bay’s secret
restaurant has become synonymous with exclusive dining experiences hosted by a score of top chefs. The restaurant offers beauty, tranquility, and the opportunity to wow guests with a rarely visited hidden
venue. Available for private hire, for groups of up to 50 guests.

Located on the Brancott Vineyard, home of the first Sauvignon Blanc
plantings, the architecturally designed Brancott Estate Heritage
Vineyard Site is one of the region’s premier off-site venues. The
elevated main dining area provides panoramic views sweeping across
the region for an idyllic backdrop to a seated event of 120 people or
standing up to 150. A private room can cater for up to 20 guests for a
boardroom meeting, exclusive lunch, dinner or wine tasting event. For
larger groups The Function Centre at the Brancott Winery is available.

At Mills Bay Mussels we are on a mission to spread happiness through
our delicious, healthy food: the New Zealand Greenshell™ Mussels,
grown on our farms in the Marlborough Sounds. Not only are they a
superfood packed full of essential nutrients, but they’re also absolutely delicious! Come to the picturesque seaside town of Havelock and
the famous Mills Bay Mussel Eatery. Take your group on a culinary
adventure, learn how to raw shuck mussels, taste our secret recipes,
while also learning about sustainability in marine farming.

Whilst visiting the heart of the Marlborough Wine Region ensure you
include a visit to the boutique chocolate factory. At Makana Confections we specialise in gift-quality confections - all hand-made and
using only the freshest, natural ingredients available to us. We offer
a range of Classic Truffles, Fruit Favourites, a Naturally Nutty range
and other temptations. The facility is set up like a winery / cellar door
where you can watch how we make our chocolates, taste a few samples and, of course, shop for delicious chocolates.

Queen Charlotte Yacht Club

Two Hats at Arbour

High Tea at Sweet Creations

Pink Poppie Flower Workshop

The Queen Charlotte Yacht Club is a brand-new venue built in 2020
as a sailing club. It is located right on the water’s edge on the Eastern
side of Picton Harbour and is also available for hire as a conference
& dining venue. Its waterfront location affords a majestic view of the
Picton harbour and surrounding hills. Guests thrive on the energy from
the coming and going of boats, lapping of water and marine life in the
harbour. Photographs of the marina at sunset are exceptional with
the soft light and glow on the boats and backdrop of mountains. This
venue can cater for up to 100 guests (seated) or 150 guests (cocktail).

Set in the stunning landscape of rural Marlborough, Arbour is a
modern and relaxed restaurant with innovative cuisine, an extensive
wine list and warm, friendly service in the heart of the renowned wine
growing region. We offer a shorter tasting menu or our local favourite
the ‘MANY’. Our ever-changing dishes are showcasing local producers & Marlborough stories and are cooked by our award-winning chef
& owner Bradley Hornby. With outdoor dining, panoramic views of the
Richmond ranges and just 10 minutes from Blenheim CBD, Arbour is
the perfect venue for functions and is available for private hire.

Whether you choose a morning tea or an afternoon tea, a high tea
party can be a great theme for a gathering, or a larger event for all to
enjoy. The high tea is served on a 3-tier high stand and consists of:
raspberry slice, éclair, macaron, truffle, scones served with raspberry
jam, lemon curd and fresh whipped cream, blinis with cream cheese,
smoked salmon & dill, savoury tart filled with asparagus & parmesan
cheese, cucumber & cream cheese sandwich, chicken & salad club.
Doesn’t this make your mouth water?

Pink Poppie is situated next to Sweet Creations. Combine your High
Tea with a creative flower workshop. Learn the fundamental techniques and skills of floristry! Nina Stanley has been in the industry for
over 20 years and is a tutor and international floristry judge, traveling
the world keeps her inspired and in touch with current trends! Nina will
teach you how to use flowers in innovative and creative ways to produce stunning and interesting arrangements. A flower arranging class
like no other, tailored to your needs. There is nothing more special
than a gift handmade by the giver, what a wonderful thing.

EXPERIENCES TO INDULGE YOUR SENSES
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Exhibition & Dinner at Omaka
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EXPERIENCES UP IN THE AIR

Bespoke Flying Experience

Swimming with Dolphins

Explore Pelorus like a Hobbit

Omaka can arrange a bespoke air display, offering a number of aircraft
and routines for you to choose from: be that a WW1 dogfight between
open cockpit machines; 1920s-30s aircraft from the glamorous Gatsby
era; or awesome WW2 fighters such as the Focke Wulf 190, Russian Yak3 (also a Reno race plane), Spitfire or Anson bomber. These and other
aircraft may be parked nearby for your guests to have photos with, along
with jeeps, period vehicles and other props to set the scene. Vintage
afternoon tea or drinks and canapés can be served in a private marquee.

Get on a unique vintage joy flight with Classic Wings and enjoy the
wonderful experience of flying over the stunning scenery of Marlborough. Omaka has a range of different flights available: The US ARMY
AIR CORPS 455hp Boeing Stearman offers a unique open-cockpit
experience and will accommodate up to 2 passengers side-by-side,
whilst the Yak-3 offers high-speed aerobatics in this V-12 Russian
Fighter! New to Omaka is the opportunity to experience a joy flight in
the world’s only flyable Avro Anson Mk.1.

Experience a real adventure for your soul – an experience you’ll never
forget. On this cruise with E-Ko Tours you will be searching for Dusky,
Bottlenose, Common, Orca and the rare Hector’s dolphins. Once
spotted, your group will first cruise with the dolphins and marvel at
their high leaps, backflips, and somersaults during social bouts. Then
you get ready to swim if conditions allow. Swimming with wild dolphins
is a genuine bucket list activity – we never get tired of seeing the joy
and wonder on the faces of the swimmers!

Drift down the crystal-clear Pelorus river paddling your own canoe
and enjoy New Zealand’s pristine native forest with Pelorus Eco Adventures. Learn how the flora & fauna were utilised by the Maori people and about the history of the gold & timber industries that shaped
the top of the south. The Hobbit Kayak Tour will help you explore this
famous filming location by standing on the same rocks & passing the
same waterfall as Bilbo and his friends. Get involved in this amazing
Middle-earth location and have a fun team-building event.

D’Urville Heli Fishing Indulgence

Scenic Flights & Air Charters

Head out on a Fishing Charter

Learn about Paua Pearls

If your group loves fresh food and fine wines this is the exclusive tour
for you. Follow Tasman Bay’s eastern coastline before arriving on
D’Urville Island for a spot of helicopter reef fishing. Once we have a
decent catch we hop across to a sheltered bay where your freshly
caught fish will be prepared alongside fresh local produce. With a
glass of fine local wine or a cold craft beer in hand, relax and enjoy the
pristine beaches and native bush, you can even take a swim! Our flight
home tracks via the Mt Richmond Forest Park.

Take in the stunning scenery and enjoy the wild, beautiful and remote
atmosphere of this special part of the world. Pelorus Air’s Water and
Wilderness scenic flights over Marlborough make an outstanding
spectacle of this unique land and seascape. Discover Bays & Bush
(showcasing the inner Marlborough Sounds), Water & Wilderness
(taking in the sights of the Sounds) or Water, Wine & Wilderness (fly
over Marlborough’s wine country and the Marlborough Sounds). There
are a variety of scenic flight options for 2-11 people.

Hungry for some self-caught Kai Moana? Sounds Connection’s
skippers know the area like no one else and can accommodate your
interests whether you are a seasoned fisherman or just keen to get
out on the water and take a look around. With beautiful landscapes,
an abundance of wildlife and a vessel that is comfortable for all, your
group is in for a real Marlborough experience. All fishing gear, tackle
and bait (along with our local and experienced skipper) is included in
the charter price.

Depart Picton and cruise with Beachcomber Cruises through Queen
Charlotte Sound to Whekenui Bay on Arapawa Island. On arrival you’ll
be greeted by Mike and Antonia Radon, owners of Arapawa Seafarms,
who will show you through their innovative aquaculture farm where
unique Blue Pearl or Paua Pearls are grown. Discover how the Blue
Pearl came to be and see how they are produced. Depending on the
time of year, its possible to see paua of all sizes, from dust-specs in a
larval rearing tank to full size paua with pearl inserts.

Helicopter Experiences

Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre

Team Building with Wilderness Guides

Private Seafood Cruise

For the flight of a lifetime, let our experienced helicopter pilots take
you to some of the most remote and breath-taking places that prove
Marlborough is one of the most beautiful areas in NZ. Get on a flight to
the most pristine and untouched places to explore and enjoy the adventure, ranging from a Heli Wine & Dine, Heli Picnic, Heli Cycling, Heli
Yoga or Heli Lord of the Rings experience. Or get taken to remote and
spectacular alpine locations to access main game animals, Red Deer
and Chamois also wild pigs and goat. Have our helicopter companies
design a bespoke itinerary to help make your dream tour a reality.

The Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre was established to provide a
world-class destination for the appreciation of historic aircraft. Some
of New Zealand’s most respected cinematic and special effects
craftsmen have created a dramatic aviation theatre in which original
and full-scale replica WW1 and WW2 aircraft, both static and flyable,
are presented in all their glory. The museum is home to two exhibitions,
the first being the outstanding “Knights of the Sky” exhibition, featuring
Sir Peter Jackson’s own collection of WW1 aircraft and artifacts, and
“Dangerous Skies”, featuring stories & aircraft from WW2.

Is office work becoming tiresome? Need to boost the team morale?
Then why not come join us in our wilderness playground in the Marlborough Sounds. The wheels and water package involves your team
working together and learning to trust one another with a guided or
independent option for mountain biking and sea kayaking. Or go on an
adventure race – a competitive outdoor activity challenge filled with
paddle sports and team building tasks, that makes for a fun filled team
race with a competitive edge. Every package can be tailored to suit
your team’s needs.

Relax and unwind while you cruise in the tranquil Marlborough Sounds.
Learn about the local history and the fascinating aquaculture industry
from experienced guides. Visit a Greenshell MusselTM farm and learn
how mussels are grown, view a salmon farm, enjoy the scenery, and
view local wildlife along the way. Sample fresh seafood such as Regal
salmon, Cloudy Bay Clams and Greenshell MusselsTM, matched with a
glass of Sauvignon Blanc for the ultimate wine & food match. Cruises
can depart from Havelock or Picton with Marlborough Tour Company.

EXPERIENCES IN & ON THE WATER
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Private Flying Display
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EXPERIENCES IN NATURE

Avon Valley Safari

Operation Nest Egg (Kiwis for Kiwi)

Marlborough Falcon Conservation Trust

Secluded without being isolated, Avon Valley Lodge is the perfect
corporate venue less than an hour from Blenheim. Go on a smaller premium hunting experience with easy access to hunt all New
Zealand’s varied game animals. Complement this with trout fishing in
the crystal-clear waters on the back door. Try long distance shooting
or “The Governors Rest”, the region’s only fully automated sporting
clay bird system. Delicious meals are available too, all served on-sight
overlooking the shooting area.

Kiwis for kiwi is a national charity that supports community-led and Māoriled kiwi conservation projects. Operation Nest Egg breeds kiwi chicks and
places them in secure, predator-free sites. Motuara Island Bird Sanctuary
in the Marlborough Sounds is used as a nursery island, where Operation
Nest Egg has built up the endangered Rowi kiwi population from 140 individuals to now over 700. Enjoy a wildlife cruise on Queen Charlotte Sound
and explore this island bird sanctuary with a knowledgeable guide from
E-Ko Tours who will describe this important conservation project.

Established in late 2008 by passionate individuals who realised that by
acting now they could positively change the outcome in the survival of
our last remaining endemic bird of prey, the karearea. This charitable
trust relies on grants, sponsorship and donations to complete their
goals of a thriving falcon population nationwide. Whilst in Marlborough
groups can experience a private flying display and see these rare
kārearea up close. Other support including on-going sponsorship of
specific falcons, donations and fund-raising can be arranged too.

Cruise to Historic Ship Cove

Nopera Bay Golf Club

Grovetown Lagoon Restoration Project

Sustainability at Spy Valley Wines

Meretoto/Ship Cove was Captain James Cook’s favourite New Zealand
base during his three voyages of exploration. The area holds key cultural
heritage stories told in a beautiful, sheltered cove with a lush coastal
forest backdrop. Have your photo taken beside the Captain Cook
Monument, enjoy local stories, the beach and native bush with a guide,
including a 30-minute walk to a picturesque waterfall. Or you could bring
a Maori group out to Ships Cove for a cultural demonstration, or even
look at hiring some Wakas to explore the neighbouring coves and bays.

This truly spectacular golf club is tucked away quietly sheltered
under the steep ridge that makes the north shore of Kenepuru Sound.
This 9-hole course set on a working farm certainly does justice to its
wonderful surroundings. There aren’t just farm animals to see as you’re
working your way around the picturesque course: pukekos, wekas, wild
ducks and stunning views are all part of the unique package. Either take
the water taxi from Havelock or enjoy a scenic flight with Pelorus Air
from Picton or Wellington and land on the private grass airstrip.

Grovetown Lagoon is one of just a few natural wetlands remaining on the
Wairau Plain and home to a wide variety of birds. The restoration project
aims to improve the water quality and ecological values of the lagoon to
provide a better habitat for fish and birds. The Grovetown Lagoon Project
presents a unique opportunity to come together and bring about positive
environmental change, with enhanced ecology, improved water quality and
landscape. Enjoy an easy 45 minute walk around the lagoon or have a picnic
and observe the bird life. There are a variety of ways to support this project.

Our sustainability and environmental responsibilities run deeply throughout our decisions and actions. Proudly accredited under the NZ Sustainable Winegrowing scheme, our mission is to conserve, preserve and
protect as custodians of our land and legacy. We’ve spent time restoring
a spring-fed native wetland at our ‘Area H’ vineyard - now a sanctuary for
native trees and birds. We’ve partnered with Forest and Bird New Zealand
to help give nature a voice! Groups can visit Spy Valley for a tour and
tasting focusing on Spy’s sustainability story.

Hit the trails by bike

Explore Marlborough step by step

Lochmara Lodge

Kaipupu Point Wildlife Sanctuary

Mountain bike Marlborough’s epic high-country trails and coastal
ridges, road bike undulating routes at the edge of the sea, tour on long
flat runs through vine-clad valleys or bike along one of the region’s
many rivers. Whether your group are learners or advanced, young or
old, with an hour or a week to spend in the saddle, we’re sure you’ll find
your mountain biking trail in this pedaller’s paradise. Bikes (including
some e-bikes) are available for hire for groups in the heart of the wine
region or in Picton and delivery can also be arranged to lodges in the
Marlborough Sounds.

There are many ways to get to know Marlborough: via walking tracks
to alpine peaks, golden trails on working farms or native bush walks in
the Marlborough Sounds. Marlborough walks can be as challenging as
Mount Tapuae-o-Uenuku, as beautiful as the Queen Charlotte Track
or as relaxing as the Taylor River reserve. Trek to a lighthouse, walk
through native bush to a secluded beach or climb a mountain range to
a panoramic view. Walks can be combined with luxury accommodation, fine dining, and spa treatments at a resort at the water’s edge in
the Marlborough Sounds.

Lochmara Lodge is committed to environmental protection, responsible travel, and sustainable tourism. The protection and conservation of
their natural environment is a core principle guiding both the direction
of the lodge as an eco-accommodation and day-to-day business practices. The Lodge also has a facility dedicated to wildlife rehabilitation
and the education, protection and enhancement of the Marlborough
Sounds environment. Enjoy a visit by boat, experience the underwater
observatory, hand-feed the Kakariki parakeets, NZ native eels, pigs, and
chickens or just indulge in a long lunch overlooking Lochmara Bay.

A community project in the middle of Picton harbour, which aims to restore a 40 hectare ‘mainland island’ back to its original beauty. The Sanctuary offers a circular walking track which will take you through recovering
native bush and old growth forest with amazing wildlife viewing. Guided
walks on the Sanctuary provide an insight into Kaipupu’s restoration and
conservation practices. Ongoing involvement can include donations,
membership or sponsorship which will help to achieve our goal of creating
a pest free haven for New Zealand’s native flora and fauna. A trip by boat
or kayak from Picton to visit Kaipupu Point can be arranged for groups.

CSR & COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES
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High Country Experience
Middlehurst Station is one of New Zealand’s original high country
runs and covers 16,550 hectares. It offers a sustainable and luxurious
accommodation oasis in the heart of the Awatere Valley. Whether you
are looking for a corporate retreat, an exhilarating mountain biking adventure, a hunting expedition, archery, a woolshed tour, horse trekking
or a 4WD or Helicopter Station Tour - we have the perfect experience
for your group! Catering is provided by an incredible onsite chef, incorporating produce from local sources and straight off the farm.
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EV E N TS

ACTIVITIES
Marlborough offers many great events throughout the year. Here you can find a list of some of the reg-

ular recurring events on Marlborough’s calendar. More details on marlboroughnz.com/events

January
Picton Maritime Festival

May
Saint Clair Vineyard Half Marathon

Enjoy all things maritime at this free
family fun day on the Picton foreshore.

Put on your running shoes for a stunning
run through private vineyards, with
entertainment and treats along the way.

February

May

Marlborough Wine & Food Festival

Feast Marlborough

Great wine, food and music amid
vineyards in the heart of New Zealand’s
premier wine region.

Marlborough’s Greatest Food Adventure
- showcasing cuisine, produce and the
landscapes that make it all possible.

March

July

Havelock Mussel & Seafood Festival

Marlborough Book Festival

A fun day out for the family in the
Greenshell™ mussel capital of the world.

Mingle with leading New Zealand authors
in beautiful settings.

April
Whitehaven GrapeRide
The South Island’s largest biking event
through some of New Zealand’s beautiful
scenery.

November
Rapaura Springs Garden
Marlborough
New Zealand’s premier gardening event,
with tours, workshops and the famed
Sunday fête.

April
Yealands Classic Fighters
Omaka Airshow
One of the Southern Hemisphere’s
largest and most significant airshows is
held in Marlborough every two years.
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M OR NIN G ACTIV ITIES

K I D S ACT I V I T I ES

Marlborough offers great cafes, shops and galleries to discover, or explore the many parks, walking
and mountain bike trails and views from the Wither Hills.

Walk

along the Taylor River
with views stretching to the hills and
mountains. A flat, paved walkway,
the Taylor River Reserve is the
perfect place to take a stroll or bike
ride and unwind.

Don’t let travel & business

Follow

interrupt your fitness routine. Check
in at the Stadium 2000, home of
indoor courts, a squash facility, gym,
three 25 metre pools (two indoor,
one outdoor), sauna & steam rooms
and spa pool.

the marked walkway
from Seymour Square and you
will end up at Blenheim’s premier
Pollard Park, a 24.6 ha wooded
parkland with meandering stream,
an outdoor fitness circuit and golf
course.

Find urban flavours and get a

Explore the Wairau Lagoons

taste of Blenheim’s varied cafés.
Or stroll the shops and explore
Blenheim’s independent fashion and
gift stores.

and Waverley shipwreck. A flat, easy
walking track leads to the beautiful
Wairau Lagoons, offering stunning
views to the hills and Te Pokohiwi/
Boulder Bank, where the first Maori
arrived more than 800 years ago.

Jump

on the bike and explore
the Grovetown Lagoon, a rare and
beautifully restored wetland around
an oxbow lake with wildlife and
views. Cycle from Blenheim via an
off-road cycleway to Grovetown
and follow the lagoon track.

Take

a walk down the garden
path. Marlborough has several
renowned gardens of significance,
such as Upton Oaks near Blenheim,
that are worth visiting whether your
fingers are green or not.
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Hit

the trails of the Wither Hills
Farm Park. On foot or by mountain
bike, from gentle to challenging the variety of tracks that traverse
this public farm park all come with
magnificent views across Blenheim
and beyond.

Tour

Blenheim’s art scene and
create your own art trail - from
the Millenium Public Art Gallery
to Brian Badcock’s private gallery,
and be sure to check the stunning
large scale murals around the town
centre.

Experience

pie perfection. A Marlborough institution, the
Burleigh Gourmet Pie is an absolute
must-taste - visit their home base
in Blenheim and try them all to find
your favourite.

Marlborough has experiences the whole gang will love. From feeding stingrays and getting up close

with wildlife to historical attractions and fun activities - there is plenty to keep the younger ones entertained!

Go Fishing

Visit Furry Friends

Hungry for some self caught Kai Moana?
Keen to get out and see what the sounds
are all about? With beautiful landscapes,
an abundance of wildlife and a vessel that
is comfortable for all, kids can be in for a
real Marlborough experience.

Meet lovely animal friends at Walnut
Ranch and become a wildlife warrior. Feed
the chickens, cuddle a rabbit, chat with the
birds, check out the llamas, pat or ride the
ponies, feed our miniature Angus Cow and
many other friendly animals are waiting.

Kayak Fun

Edwin Fox Museum

Enjoy paddling for a few hours in the Picton
harbour where it’s common to see seals,
penguins and dolphins. Or take a tour in
blow-up kayaks on the gentle flow of the
Pelorus River where you’ll see stunning
scenery that featured in The Hobbit
movies.

The museum houses a 160-year-old merchant ship – the oldest surviving merchant
ship in the world. The kids will be encouraged to step aboard and enter the hull to
get a real feel of the scale of the ship and
see what it would have been like to live on
such a vessel.

10-Pin Bowling

Encounter Wildlife

With fully automated scoring, neon bowling
and music pumping, the kids are sure to
be entertained at Blenheim Indoor Sports.
There is something for everyone: including
sports courts with equipment, video game
arcade or a pool table.

Swim with dolphins or the playful fur seal
in the sheltered waters of the Marlborough
Sounds and check out the bird sanctuary
on Motuara Island. Discover native birdlife,
marine life and other creatures - like the
crawly Weta.

Lochmara Lodge

Sweet Creations

Hand feed kakariki (NZ native parrot),
enjoy the safe swimming beach with play
equipment or head into the underwater
observatory to learn more about those
who live under the sea. You can even feed
the stingrays.

Come to the studio to have a whole lot of
fun decorating some sweet treats. Make
some cakesickles or unicorn cake pops,
learn how to colour buttercream or decorate cookies with a variety of coloured
royal icing and sprinkles.

Discover History

Picton Foreshore

The Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre
showcases World War One and Two aircraft displayed in vivid scenes created by
the famous Weta Workshop. It’s sure to get
the imaginations of the little ones running!

The water play area will make a splash with
the young ones, with cannons, jets and a
pirate ship. Or have a round of Mini Golf.
The kiwiana themed course has a variety
of cool installations and challenging holes.
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Two days in Marlborough
DAY One:

Arrive in Marlborough and spend the morning visiting the internationally
acclaimed Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre, which brings to life
the heroes of World War One and Two aviation with an unparalleled
collection and dramatic lifelike scenes.

ITIN ERARIES

World renowned Weta Workshop and Wingnut Films, responsible for
The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings, created the sets which make this
attraction world-class and visually impressive.

Check out the following Marlborough itineraries. These are just some suggestions to get you started,
you can easily spend a few weeks here in sunny Marlborough. For more ideas and detailed information
regarding accommodation please check out our Business Events brochure.

Indulge in a leisurely lunch at a vineyard restaurant, and pair the
wine with fresh local produce to create the ultimate match made in
Marlborough.
In the afternoon enjoy a private wine tour and choose from more than
30 cellar doors, tasting award winning wines along the way. No cellar
door is the same, each offering unique experiences including private
tastings and behind-the-scenes tours, historic and underground
barrel rooms and “meet the winemaker” experiences.

One day in Marlborough
This itinerary features Marlborough’s two most well-known
assets: wine and the Marlborough Sounds.
Arrive in Marlborough in the morning and enjoy a private tour of
Marlborough’s famous wine region. Sample New Zealand’s
internationally acclaimed Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc and other
varietals on one of our many wine tours.
Indulge in a leisurely lunch at a vineyard restaurant, and pair the
wine with local produce to create the ultimate match made in
Marlborough.

No Marlborough experience is complete without getting out onto the
beautiful waters of the Marlborough Sounds.

Relax this evening at a local hotel or motel or choose one of the
many boutique B&Bs or vineyard cottages dotted throughout the
Marlborough wine region. Dine at one of our acclaimed restaurants.

DAY Two:

Make your way to Picton or Havelock – two scenic seaside towns
and gateways to the Marlborough Sounds, where 1500km of winding
coastline are home to secluded bays, historic sites, marine reserves,
and precious island sanctuaries, which foster kiwi and other native
species.
You can choose a cruise to historic Ship Cove or Motuara Island Bird
Sanctuary, or enjoy a Seafood Cruise, visiting a King Salmon farm,
learning about mussel farming while sampling fresh local salmon and
Greenshell mussels matched with a Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc.

Embark on a nature cruise to the bird sanctuary Motuara Island,
enjoy a Dolphin Watching tour or taste the region’s incredible seafood
(without having to catch it first) onboard a Seafood Cruise from Picton
or a Greenshell Mussel Cruise from Havelock.
Relax as you glide through the Sounds, cruise past aquaculture farms
and learn more about this fascinating industry while tasting fresh
Greenshell mussels, King Salmon and more, paired perfectly with
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc.
Stay the night at your choice of Marlborough accommodation whether it be in the heart of Blenheim, amongst the vines
or in the seaside town of Picton.
Alternatively, you can begin in the Marlborough Sounds and make your way to the wine region in the afternoon.
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Use the afternoon to explore the surrounding walking and biking trails
or go kayaking, a great way to relax and unwind. Soak up the brilliant
scenery and look for seals, stingrays, dolphins and penguins. Or just
spend some time in Picton or Havelock exploring boutique shops and
galleries, relaxing at cafes with beautiful views.
Stay at an idyllic resort on the water’s edge or a luxury lodge
in the Marlborough Sounds. Alternatively choose one of many
accommodation options in Picton or Havelock.
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Three days in Marlborough

DAY Three:

Wake up to birdsong and the prospect of paddle boarding or sea
kayaking on the calm blue waters. Relax in the morning or for the ultimate
indulgence enjoy a massage at a day spa.

DAY One:

Arrive in Marlborough in the morning and begin your indulgence
tour with a premium blending winemaker experience, where you
will learn how to blend a fine wine.
Relax and unwind over a leisurely lunch at one of our many
award-winning winery restaurants and match fresh local produce
with wine to create the ultimate ocean-to-plate, vine-to-glass
experience.

If you would like to be more active, walk a section of the famous Queen
Charlotte Track and marvel at the brilliant views or experience the rush
of mountain biking New Zealand’s longest dual-purpose track.
Another good way to start the day is to catch a fish from the pristine
waters of the outer Sounds, or for the experience of a lifetime, swim with
dolphins in the sheltered waters of the Marlborough Sounds on a wildlife
cruise.

Complete your visit to Marlborough with a scenic flight by
helicopter or aircraft. Take in the stunning scenery and enjoy a
birds-eye view of the wild, beautiful and remote landscapes that
make up this special part of the world.

In the afternoon explore a selection of over 30 cellar doors on
a guided tour of Marlborough’s wine trail. For those looking for
something more active, join a wine tour by bike and cycle your
way around the Marlborough wine region. Compare wines from
throughout the region, learn about the history of wine in Marlborough and visit boutique family producers as well as recognised
international brands.

Or enjoy a visit to the Marlborough High Country for an
exhilarating mountain biking or four-wheel drive adventure or a
hunting expedition – the options are endless!

Thank you for taking the time to visit Marlborough
and to experience our brilliant destination!

Along the wine trail you can also stop at Marlborough’s luxurious
Makana chocolate factory, at the Vines Village for shopping and
a refreshing gin from Elemental Distillers or at the Moa Brewery &
Cider Tap Room for a chilled craft beer or cider.
Or if a break from wine and food is needed, make your way to the Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre. Be inspired by the
heroes of WWI and WW2 aviation history, whose stories have been brought to life by film director Sir Peter Jackson’s
Wingnut Films and Weta Workshop.… the choices are endless.
Where to stay? Stay in style: from luxury town and country retreats to a wine barrel cabin, a refurbished heritage building or a colonial cottage in an award-winning garden - Marlborough has every accommodation wish covered.

DAY Two:

Start your day touring the Marlborough Sounds – which comprise
one-fifth of New Zealand’s coastline. Visit the historic Ship Cove
(Captain Cook’s favourite New Zealand anchorage) or Motuara
Island, one of four uninhabited wildlife reserve islands in the Queen
Charlotte Sound. Look out for dolphins, seals, orca and the rare
King Shag along the way.
Or relax and unwind while you cruise the tranquil Marlborough
Sounds, visit a King Salmon farm, learn about Greenshell Mussel
farming and sample fresh local seafood paired with Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc.
Get dropped off and stay the night at a secluded lodge in the
Marlborough Sounds and enjoy fine dining whilst watching the sun
go down over spectacular scenery.
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Social Media
Have a brilliant time tweeting or posting on social media. To use our GIPHY stickers, search
‘Marlborough’ on a compatible platform. We use the following hashtags & handles:
Facebook:

Marlborough New Zealand

#brillianteveryday

#marlboroughNZ

Twitter:

@Marlborough_NZ		

#brillianteveryday

#marlboroughNZ

Pinterest:

Marlborough_NZ			

#brillianteveryday

#marlboroughNZ

Instagram:

Marlborough.NZ			

#brillianteveryday

#marlboroughNZ

Youtube:

Destination Marlborough

All:		

#nzmustdo
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Wendy Desiles

Business Development Manager
E: wendyd@MarlboroughNZ.com | M: +64 27 203 2595

Gucci Achatz

Sales Support
E: guccia@MarlboroughNZ.com | M: +64 27 258 7446
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